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ABSTRACT

We summarize the presence of endolymphatic hydrops (EH) in otological disorders evaluated with 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of temporal bones, and propose a classification of EH based on its 
pathological significance. A search of the literature published in English-language journals was performed 
using electronic databases, especially focusing on EH-related otological disorders. Clinical articles that 
contained the terms EH and contrast-MRI published from 2007 to the present, with relevant human temporal 
bone studies, were included. The following three main points are discussed based on the results in the 
relevant articles: i) otological disorders that present EH, ii) current grading for evaluation of EH on MRI, 
and iii) a proposed classification of EH based on its pathological significance. MRI evaluation revealed that 
EH exists extensively not only in ears with typical Meniere’s disease (MD), but also in those with various 
other otological disorders. The etiological classification of EH helps to summarize ideas for determining the 
pathophysiology of otological disorders, while a therapeutic classification provides clues to their manage-
ment. MRI evaluations of EH have led to breakthroughs in investigations of EH in otological disorders. 
Precise grading for evaluation and clarification of EH on MRI based on its pathological significance could 
provide keys to elucidating the pathophysiology of EH-related otological disorders.
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INTRODUCTION

Meniere’s disease (MD) causes audio-vestibular symptoms, including episodic attacks of vertigo 
or fluctuating sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL). Endolymphatic hydrops (EH) is a characteristic 
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marker of MD in the presence of other clinical symptoms, but the presence of EH does not by 
itself indicate a diagnosis of MD. Human temporal bone studies have been performed to elucidate 
the pathology of MD for many years; however, the relationship between MD and EH remains 
to be fully understood.1,2 The presence of EH is not included in the current diagnostic criteria 
for MD,3 although EH is still the key to elucidating the pathophysiological mechanism of MD. 
Since the audio-vestibular symptoms of MD cause significant deterioration in the quality of life of 
patients with the disease, precise diagnosis and adequate management are strongly recommended.

In 2007, our group first demonstrated the presence of EH in patients with MD on 3 Tesla 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) performed 24 hours after intravenous injection of gadolinium-
based contrast agents (GBCAs).4 Thereafter, with technical advances, visualization of EH became 
possible on MRI performed 4 hours after intravenous injection of GBCAs.5 Evaluation of EH on 
MRI has led to a breakthrough in the diagnosis of MD. MRI examination is now recommended 
in patients with SNHL, vertigo and tinnitus, to verify the inner ear pathology and for better 
management of EH-related diseases.6

The endolymphatic space varies between healthy subjects. Consequently, MRI evaluation of 
EH is associated with challenges in recognizing pathological or clinically relevant variants.7 
Asymmetry between an individual’s ears on MRI could provide the most useful information for 
predicting and quantitatively assessing clinical data.8 In the present paper, we summarize the 
presence of EH in otological disorders and the current gradings for evaluation of EH on MRI, 
and propose a classification for EH based on its pathological significance.

METHODS

A search of the literature published in English-language journals from 2007 to the present 
was performed using electronic databases (PubMed, Web of Science, and Scopes). The main 
search terms were EH and MRI (3 Tesla with contrast agents), and the relevant human temporal 
bone studies were examined, excluding case reports or those with unclear images. Since most 
previous papers that have been published focus on the presence of EH on MRI for diagnosing 
MD, we focused on otological disorders other than MD, to clarify the significance of EH. The 
following three points are addressed based on the results of the researched articles: i) presence 
of EH in various otological disorders, ii) current gradings for evaluation of EH on MRI, and 
iii) a proposed classification of EH based on its pathological significance.

RESULTS

Presence of EH in various otological disorders
Table 1 lists the various otological disorders that have EH as one of the features. MRI evalu-

ation has revealed that EH exists extensively not only in ears with typical MD, but also in those 
with various other otological disorders, including atypical type of MD,9 delayed EH (DEH),10,11 
acute low tone SNHL,12,13 vestibular schwannoma,14,15 idiopathic sudden sensorineural hearing 
loss (ISSNHL),16-18 recurrent peripheral vestibulopathy or benign recurrent vestibulopathy,19,20 
large vestibular aqueduct syndrome (LVAS) or superior canal dehiscence (SCDS) syndrome,21 
deafness due to mumps18 and otosclerosis.22,23 Figure 1 shows sample MRI images of EH from 
a case of deafness due to mumps.

In addition to MRI evaluation, human temporal bone studies have revealed that traumatic 
and inflammatory insults, such as those following middle or inner ear surgeries, acoustic and 
mechanical trauma, or systemic inflammatory processes, can all cause secondary EH.24-26
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Table 1 Otological disorders that present endolymphatic hydrops

# Meniere’s disease
# Atypical type of Meniere’s disease
# Delayed endolymphatic hydrops
# Acute low tone sensorineural hearing loss
# Vestibular schwannoma
# Idiopathic sudden sensorineural hearing loss
# Recurrent vestibulopathy
# Large vestibular aqueduct syndrome / Superior canal dehiscence syndrome
# Deafness due to mumps
# Otosclerosis
# Ear surgery
# Acoustic or mechanical trauma
# Inflammation

Fig. 1 Sample images of EH from a case with deafness due to mumps (axial plane)
Fig. 1A: Native image of positive perilymph signal
Fig. 1B: Reversed image of positive endolymph signal
Fig. 1C: HYDROPS 
Images are used to detect EH. EH is seen as black areas surrounded by gadolinium-filled perilymphatic spaces, 
as depicted on the right side (C). All turns of the cochlea (C, arrows) and the vestibule (C, arrowhead) show 
significant EH. Herniation of the EH into the lateral semicircular canal (C, bold arrow) was also observed.
EH: endolymphatic hydrops
HYDROPS: hybrid of reversed image of positive endolymph signal and native image of positive perilymph signal
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Current gradings for evaluation of EH in otological disorders
The first grading for evaluation of EH on MRI was proposed by Nakashima et al27 aiming 

for a convenient evaluation. Following their report, many gradings have been proposed for 
the diagnostic evaluation of MD.8,28-35 A temporal bone study on MD revealed that severe EH 
was observed most frequently in the saccule, followed by the cochlea, the utricle, and the 
three semicircular canals.36 MRI showed that EH in the vestibule is a more specific predictor 
of definite MD as compared to EH in the cochlea.37 Inversion of the saccule to utricle area 
ratio has been introduced as a semi-quantitative method of diagnosing EH in the vestibule,31,38 
although it is difficult to distinguish the saccule from the utricle in ears in which EH occupies 
the whole vestibule.

Significant EH in the vestibule on MRI, which was included in the first grading of EH,27 
can be classified into two types: EH with or without adjacency to the oval window.39 A clinical 
difference between the two types of EH is the significantly higher appearance of air-bone gaps 
at low-frequencies on pure tone audiometry in ears with adjacency than those without adjacency 
of the EH to the oval window,39 in which difference of acoustic energy absorbance has been 
speculated as a contributing factor.40 Another study demonstrated that EH in the vestibule contact-
ing the oval window had high specificity and positive predictive value in differentiating ears with 
MD from other ears.41 LVAS and SCDS, as pathological third window lesions,42 have significant 
EH both in the cochlea and the vestibule, and the mechanism of appearance of air-bone gaps at 
low-frequencies might be partially related to the presence of significant EH.21

Occasionally, herniation of EH into the semicircular canals (SCCs) can be detected on MRI. 
Gürkov et al investigated the relationship between EH herniation into the lateral SCC and caloric 
function in patients with definite unilateral MD, and demonstrated a morphological correlation 
with impaired caloric responses.43 However, EH herniation into the lateral SCC might not neces-
sarily reflect the degree of EH. Unilateral herniation occurs with EH progression, and bilateral 
herniation might occur regardless of EH progression and might be influenced by other factors 
that alter the membranous labyrinth.44 A recent study revealed that dilatation of the endolymphatic 
space in the ampulla was observed selectively in the posterior SCC without accompanying 
vestibular EH, and that it might be a cause of vertigo and dizziness.45

Proposed classification of EH based on its pathological significance
Gürkov et al have proposed a new terminology based on the symptomatic and imaging 

characteristics of various clinical entities, to clarify and simplify the diagnostic classification, 
as: primary hydropic ear disease including MD, and secondary hydropic ear disease.46,47 The 
significance of EH should be considered from etiological and therapeutic perspectives. The etio-
logical classification of EH might help to summarize ideas for determining the pathophysiology 
of otological disorders, while a therapeutic classification provides clues to their management.

Figure 2 shows the significance of EH from an etiological perspective, considering MRI and 
temporal bone studies. In addition to MD with typical audio-vestibular symptoms, atypical types 
of MD,9 formerly defined as cochlear or vestibular MD,48 are also representative of primary 
EH. Recurrent peripheral vestibulopathy and benign recurrent vestibulopathy are considered to 
represent primary EH.19,20 LVAS and SCD are types of secondary EH caused by pathological 
third window lesions.21 Ears with otosclerosis also present EH, as primary EH concomitant with 
otosclerosis or secondary EH caused by lesions in the otic capsule.22,23 The presence of EH in 
ears with ISSNHL is considered to represent secondary EH, although the presence of EH in 
affected and unaffected ears in patients with unilateral ISSNHL suggests the following specula-
tions: i) EH develops secondarily following development of the disease in affected ears, and ii) 
pre-existing primary EH is a risk factor for the onset of ISSNHL.17
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Fig. 2 Significance of endolymphatic hydrops from an etiological perspective
EH: endolymphatic hydrops 
MD: Meniere’s disease
ALHL: acute low tone sensorineural hearing loss
RV: recurrent vestibulopathy
ISSNHL: idiopathic sudden sensorineural hearing loss
LVAS: large vestibular aqueduct syndrome
SCDS: superior canal dehiscence syndrome
DEH: delayed endolymphatic hydrops

Fig. 3 Significance of endolymphatic hydrops from a therapeutic perspective
EH: endolymphatic hydrops
MD: Meniere’s disease 
LVAS: large vestibular aqueduct syndrome
SCDS: superior canal dehiscence syndrome 
ALHL: acute low tone sensorineural hearing loss
RV: recurrent vestibulopathy
ISSNHL: idiopathic sudden sensorineural hearing loss 
DEH: delayed endolymphatic hydrops
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Figure 3 shows the significance of EH from a therapeutic perspective. DEH induces the 
development of recurrent vestibular symptoms resembling those of MD after many years of 
monaural profound SNHL,49 and a representative condition is deafness due to mumps. In the 
presence of additional unknown cofactors, degenerative EH following ear surgeries, trauma or 
inflammation might lead to the development of symptomatic EH. Significant EH was also detected 
on MRI in ears with otosclerosis; some patients ears presented acute SNHL or rotatory vertigo 
as symptoms of EH, while the others had asymptomatic EH.22 Thus, presence of EH in ears with 
ISSNHL might represent a combination of three possibilities: symptomatic EH is the primary 
etiology that requires treatment, asymptomatic EH is a risk factor requiring careful follow-up, 
and degenerative EH develops after acquiring the disease. The mixed significance of EH might 
indicate various pathologies of the disease.

DISCUSSION

Visualization of EH on MRI has high diagnostic value in patients with definite MD, although 
substantial discrepancies exist between histologically-confirmed EH and radiologically-detected 
EH.7 It is important to appreciate the relatively high prevalence of EH in healthy populations 
and in patients with other vestibular disorders, because detection of EH on MRI does not directly 
indicate a diagnosis of MD.7

In addition to the presence of EH, recent studies have reported the combination of perilym-
phatic enhancement and EH on MRI as having positive predictive value in the diagnosis of 
definite MD.50,51 A correlation between EH and permeability of the blood labyrinth barrier was 
originally proposed in the progression of MD.52

It should be cautioned that although EH evaluation on MRI has become a cutting-edge method 
for diagnosing MD, there might be a significant misdiagnosis if all portions with enlarged 
endolymphatic spaces detected on MRI are identified as pathological EH, regardless of their 
significance. Conversely, inadequate imaging analysis might lead to underdiagnosis.

A limitation of the present study is that the reviewed papers used differential imaging protocols 
since most of them involved the evaluation of MD. Detection of EH on MRI requires highly 
specialized imaging protocols, since specific MR parameters and the specific contrast agent used 
can all have dramatic impact on imaging results. Clinicians experienced in interpretation of these 
images are also essential for making an accurate diagnosis.

CONCLUSION

Evaluation of EH on MRI has led to breakthroughs in the investigation of EH in otological 
disorders. Precise grading using appropriate MR imaging for the evaluation and clarification of 
EH based on its pathological significance could provide keys to elucidating the pathophysiology 
of EH-related otological disorders.
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